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The Early History of the Lord's Supper
Henk Jan de Jonge (Leiden Umversity)
Shape and Functwn ofthe Community Supper m Connth
As an histoncal phenomenon the Lord's Supper becomes perceptible
for the first time m the first epistle of Paul to the Cormthians shortly
after the middle of the first Century C.E.1 The Cormthian Community
meal was a dapnon (l Cor 11:20, 21), that is to say, a supper, the mam
meal at the end of the day. It was followed by a Community meeting,
for which l Cor 12-14 contams directions.2 Apparently, this supper
and meeting took place every Sunday (l Cor 16:2). Since Sunday was
a working day, the meal could only commence in the evenmg (or m
the late afternoon at the earliest).
"The Lord's Supper" (11:20) was a real meal; it was certamly meant
to satisfy the participants' hunger. But it was also more than just an
ordmary meal, it estabhshed the unity of the congregation: "Because
there is one loaf, we, though many, are one body; for it is one loaf of
which we all partake" (10:17). According to Paul, this unity came
about through the participants' dnnking from the cup and eatmg the
bread and their recognition that, in domg this, they became one body
with Christ (10:14-17). This recognition, that is, this sacramental
Interpretation of the meal, may have been formulated in the blessings
with which the meal was opened. In short, the Lord's Supper was a
real äs well äs a sacramental meal.
The number of participants in this meal may be estimated at 35 or
somewhat more.1 They assembled m a room ofthe private house of a
well-to-do member of the Community. This person (possibly Gaius,
1 I wish to thank the participants in the research program on "Interaction between
Jews, Christians, and Gentlies m the Graeco-Roman penod" of the Leiden Institute
for the Study of Rehgions (LISOR), and especially MatthijsJ de Jong, Professor M de
Jonge, and dr Johan S Vos, for their cntical comments on an earher version of this
paper
2 M Klinghardt, Gememschaßsmahl und Mahlgememschaft Soziologie und Liturgie
frühchristlicher Mahlfeiem (TANZ 13, Tubingen Francke, 1996), 333-71
Klinghardt, Gemeinschaftsmahl und Mahlgememschaft, 324—25
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Rom 16:23; cf. l Cor 1:14) may also have acted äs the host and leader
of the gathenng. Alternatively, the meal may have taken place m some
hall or room rented for the weekly gathenng. The participants ate
reclmmg on couches. In the case of group suppers m the Graeco-
Roman world, the couches were normally placed so äs to form three
sides of a square or a tnclmium. This may also have been the case in the
Christian commumty of Cormth. Tertullian still speaks of the Lord's
Supper äs "the trtdmmm of the Christians."4 Food was served from the
open space between the couches and put on low tables withm the
participants' reach.
The participants brought their own food. In pnnciple, the idea was
that the poorer members of the commumty, the "have-nots" (11:22),
could consume the food which the more well-to-do brought with
them but did not consume. This created the komoma of the commumty
and gave the meal the function of a chanty meal. This is why it was
also called agape (Jude 12; Ignatius, Smyrn. 7:1; 8:2; etc.).
The abuse which Paul wanted to correct among the Connthians
stemmed from their failure to share their food with each other Instead
of gathenng in all the food before the meal started and then dividmg it
in equal portions among the participants, each of them^ only ate the
portion which he or she had brought with him (her). Thus, each
participant "took his own supper" (11:21).6 The result was that the
wealthier members ate larger and better portions than the poorer
members. This mequity gave nse to divisions withm the commumty.
The Connthian abuse also confirmed the social differences between
the members of the commumty instead of cancellmg and abolishmg
them. In this way the Lord's Supper missed its mark.
The purpose of the commumty meal was the reahzation of the
commumon (komoma, mcluding equality, fellowship, sohdanty, and
brotherhood) which the members of the congregation feit they missed
so badly m the outside world. The Lord's Supper was mtended to
umte "Jews and gentiles, slaves and free men" (12:13). As a result of
the abuses in Cormth, however, the Lord's Supper had exactly the
opposite effect. The mdividualistic and selfish behavior of the
participants had a devastating effect on the umty and coherence of the
commumty; it caused divisions. The commumty feil mto sharply
4 Tertullian, Apol 39 15
Or certain groups among them, for instance, the members of certam households
In l Cor 1121 prolambanei is probably equivalent to lambanei, Klmghardt,
Gemeinschaßsinahl und Mahlgemeinschaß, 288—89
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divided groups (11 18).7 Thus Paul can say: "Your meetmgs tend to do
more härm than good" (11:17). Not only the umty ofthe commumty
suffered by the misbehavior of some participants, also mdividual
members of the commumty were harmed by it. The härm done to the
commumty mamfested itself, accordmg to Paul, in illness and deaths m
the Cormthian church. The result of the damage done to the
commumty is that "many of you are feeble and sick, and a number
have died" (11:30). Paul goes on to warn those who cannot content
themselves with the equally divided portions assigned to them at the
commumty supper, "to eat at home, so that m meeting together you
may not fall under judgement" (11:34).
In Order to correct the Connthian abuses, Paul adduces the tradition
concermng the Institution ofthe Lord's Supper (l Cor 11:23-25). This
is a pre-Paulme tradition, which is also utilized by Mark (14-22-25).
With the help of this tradition Paul interprets the komonia of the
commumty äs brought about by the death of Christ. Paul quotes this
tradition in order to demonstrate the unacceptability of the Connthian
practice. He claims (11:23) that he had already used the same tradition
to explam the meanmg of the Lord's Supper dunng his first stay m
Connth. This may be correct, but there is no compelling reason to
assume that the tradition concermng the Institution of the Lord's
Supper by Jesus formed part of the Connthian euchanstic rite.8 True,
the blessings with which the Lord's Supper in Connth started may
have expressed now and then the idea that the eating of the bread and
the dnnkmg of the cup brought about the komonia of the commumty
But this need not always have been the case, and even if it happened,
this does not imply the recitation of the Institution narrative.9
The fact that Paul chose to castigate the Connthians' misbehavior
with the help of the tradition concermng Jesus' Institution of the
7 These groups were neither the parties mentioned in l Cor l 10—12, nor the
ethmc and social groups mentioned m 12 13 (Jews, gentiles, slaves, and free men), but
groups belonging to difierent households or farmlies People of one household refused
to share the food they had brought with them with people of other households
I will use the terms "the Lord's Supper" and "euchanst" äs mterchangeable
Synonyms without any denonunational connotation
Accordmg to G A M Rouwhorst, De menng van de euchanstie in de vroege kerk
(Utrecht Kathoheke Theologische Umversiteit, 1992), 8-18, the Institution narrative
was not recited m the type of euchanst reflected m l Cor 10 16-17, Luke 22 15-19a
(Western text), and Did 9-10 In my view, however, it was not even recited at the
euchanst referred to by Paul m l Cor 11 Nor am I convmced that l Cor 10, Luke 22,
and Did 9-10 reflect a common tradition ofthe celebration ofthe euchanst which is
difierent from that m l Cor 11
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Christian Community Supper, shows that the Connthians were not, or
not always, ahve to the theological implications which that tradition
had m Paul's opmion. The Connthians were no doubt aware that the
Lord's Supper had to establish the unity of the congregation and its
commumty with Christ, but they were obviously less familiär with the
idea that the bread and the wine represented Jesus' body and blood.
Nor were they imbued with Paul's idea that the Lord's Supper
represented the death and resurrection of Jesus, with whom the
participants m the meal united by eating the bread and dnnking the
wme. In the Connthians' opmion, the commumon which the
participants attamed with one another and with Christ came about by
their eating the same loaf and dnnking one cup. In Order to establish
the commumty, the loaf and the cup did not need to be interpreted äs
the body and blood of Chnst. Both Paul and the Connthians knew
that the same applied to the food which was served at pagan sacrificial
meals. In Order to make those who partook m such meals partners with
one another and with the god at issue, it was by no means necessary for
the food to be interpreted äs that god's body (l Cor 10:20). Thus, the
Connthians' view of the Lord's Supper seems to have been considera-
bly less sophisticated than that of Paul. This relatively simple view of
the commumty meal surfaces several times m Paul äs well. See for
instance l Cor 10:1-4. As the people of God, the Israelites had the
prefigurations of the Church's sacraments, baptism äs well äs the Lord's
Supper. The partakmg in the Supper brought about the unity among
the Israelites, owmg to the fact that "they all ate the same supernatural
food (the manna) and all drank the same supernatural dnnk (from the
rock)." Thus, the unity of the people was established by their eating
the same food and their dnnking the same dnnk. Here food and dnnk
do not stand for Jesus' body and blood, nor does the meal represcnt
Jesus' death. The view of the meal here is a simple, un-Paulme one.
The same is true for l Cor 10:17. Here the unity of those who
participate m the Lord's Supper comes about by their eating the same
loaf: "Because there is one loaf, we, many äs we are, are one body: for
it is one loaf of which we all partake." In the sober view of the Lord's
Supper reflected m l Cor 10:3-4a and 17, bread and wme are not
interpreted äs Jesus' body and blood, nor the meal äs a representation
of Jesus' death. These latter mterpretations are only put forward by
Paul m 11:23—24 m Order to criticize and mend the Connthians
abuses. Paul's claim that he has taught them these mterpretations fivc
years ago may be nght, but judging by their behavior at the
Community meal, they had forgotten most of it. Meanwhile their view
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of the Lord's Supper had been a simpler one than the one Paul had
taught them and sets out agam in l Cor 11:23-32.
Paul agrees that the koinoma, which was the purpose of the Lord's
Supper, was attamed through the consumption of bread and winc
(10 16-17) But he takes the bread and the wme to stand for Jesus'
body and blood (11:24-25). The consumption of the bread and the
wme could thus be taken to portray, or rather (äs Paul says) to
"proclaim," the death of Jesus (11:26). Apparently, Paul beheved that
the death of Jesus (and especially God's merciful reaction to this death,
to which I will return below) had united Jesus and his followers mto
one body, "the body of Christ."1" Consequently, smce the Lord's
Supper was a portrayal (or representation, or proclamation) of Jesus'
death, it had to make manifest the umty of Chnst's body. Paul argues
that, smce the Connthians' behavior at the Lord's Supper entails
dissensions and divisions in the congregation, they are obviously going
about it in the wrong way. Only if the participants' behavior at the
Lord's Supper reflects the umty of the Lord's body, can the commumty
meal bring about the komoma that is its goal: komoma with Christ and
with one another.
Paul quotes the tradition concerning the Institution of the Lord's
Supper with the obvious mtention to admonish the Connthians and to
urge them to behave more socially-mmded It is less clear, though,
why he tnes to attain his end by the express mention of the theme of
' In the Graeco-Roimn world the temi "body" (soma, corpiis) was a very current
metaphor for any "whole" composed of parts (people or chings) which function
togcther äs a umty, e g , the state, see Livy l 32 Plutarch, for instance, designates the
assembly of a city-state, the ekklesia, äs a "body" (somit) and points out that this body is
composed of separate bodies, the mdividual persons "Is a single body in this world not
often composed of several separate bodies, äs, for instance, a city assembly, an army, or
a dance group'" (De defeän oraculonim 426A) In a similar way, Paul can speak of the
Church "Many äs we are, we are one "body" (soma)" (l Cor 10 17) However, when
Paul designates the Christian congregation äs "the body of Christ," the phrase "body of
Christ" is clearly more than just a metaphor, it refers to a concrete reahty In Paul's
opinion the congregation is really the body of Christ The reality of this "body" of
Christ becomes clear in l Cor 6 12-20, where Paul argues that somcone's umon with
the body of Christ (m the Church) excludes his umon with a prostitute Sinularly, m
l Cor 10 14-21 Paul insists that the umty of Chnst's body presentcd in the Supper is
cxclusive "You cannot dnnk the cup of the Lord and the cup of deuions, you cannot
share the tablc of the Lord and the table of the demons " Many Connthian Christians
become ill and die äs a result ofthe divisions in the "body of Christ," i e , the Christi-
an commumty (l Cor 11 29-30) Obviously, for Paul "the body of Christ" is a
concrete entity, not only a metaphor See W A Meeks, The First Urban Christians The
Social World ofthe Apostle Paul (New Havcn Yale Umversity Press, 1983), 159-60
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Jesus' death (11:26). He could have argued much more directly For
instance: bread and wme stand for Jesus' body (m a Chnstological
sense); m eatmg and dnnking this "body," one becomes one body with
Christ (in an ecclesiological sense); one must not divide the body of
Christ; so in eatmg the Lord's Supper, one has to avoid dissensions,
otherwise one divides the body of Christ. In this hne of reasonmg, the
subject of Jesus' death does not even need to be raised. Why then does
Paul say that in eatmg the bread and drmkmg the wme of the Lord's
Supper, "you proclaim the death of the Lord"? Why does he mtroduce
the theme of Jesus' death?
One part of the answer must certamly be that, traditionally, the
narrative of the Institution of the Lord's Supper referred to Jesus' death
already. This is clear from the rudimentary "surrender formula"
(Dahingabeformel) transmitted m Mark's Version of the story: "This is
my blood . . . , shedfor many" (14:24) äs well äs m Paul's Version in
l Cor: "This is my body, for you" (11:24). But this is only part of the
answer.
Another part of the answer must be that Paul was strongly preoccu-
pied with the idea that the Christian commumty owed its very
existence to the participation of the believers in the death and
resurrection of Christ." In agreement with earlier Christian tradition,
Paul considered Jesus' death an event which had provoked God's
grace, not only towards Jesus (whom God vmdicated by raismg him
from the dead), but also towards Jesus' followers, whom God released
from their sms, restored m his favor, and with whom God entered into
a new covenant (all this is what Paul also calls justification and
reconciliation). In his reaction to Jesus' death, God treated Jesus and his
followers äs members of one corporate entity: on the one hand, he
vmdicated Jesus, and on the other hand, he justified those who
remamed faithful to Jesus after his death.12 Thus, m respondmg to Jesus'
It is true that when Paul interprets the eatmg of the bread and the dnnking of the
cup äs a proclamation of the death of the Lord (l Cor 11 26), he does not add "and of
his resurrection " Yet this is what he had in mind, for the fact that he adds "untü he
comes" (l Cor 11 26) shows that m his view the one whose death is proclaimed is the
Lord who is now living with God in heaven, from where he will come agam This
understanding of the Lord's Supper is made explicit m the euchanstic prayer m
Hippolytus, Traditw npostolica 4 "Memores igitur niortis et resimectioms eius, offenmus
tibi panem et caiicem, gratias tibi agentes " Cf Cypnan, Ep 63 16 2 "Nos auteni
resnrrectwnem Doniini niane celebramus "
12 See my article "De plaats van de verzoenmg in de vroegchnstehjke theologie," in
Verzoemng of konmknjk Over de pnonteit in de verkondiging (ed A A van Houwchngen
et al , Baarn Callenbach, 1998), 63-88
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death, God confirmed the corporate unity of Jesus and his followers.
Therefore, Paul can take the death of Jesus äs an event of fundamental
significance with regard to the unity of Christ and his followers.
Consequently, when Paul wanted to urge the Corinthian Christians to
adopt a more socially-minded behavior, it was quite natural for him to
take the theme of Jesus' death äs a reference point: this death was the
fundament of the post-Easter church; that is, of the unity of Christ and
his Community.
Let us now look at the order of the ritual in Corinth. To a certain
extent it must have conformed to the one recorded in the tradition
concerning the Institution of the Last Supper. Otherwise, Paul could
not have adduced the tradition of the Last Supper äs an analogy. This
means that the Lord's Supper must have started with
(a) a benediction over the bread (l Cor 11:23), or rather with
benedictions over both wine and bread (l Cor 10:16; cf. Luke 22:17;
Dia. 9:2-3). The benedictions were pronounced by a leading member
of the Community. As I pointed out before, these prayers may have
given expression to the participants' belief that, in drinking the cup and
eating the bread, they became one body with Christ. But since there is
no reason to suppose that the benedictions had already taken on a fixed
shape in the fifties ofthe first Century C.E., it cannot be taken for granted
that the introductory benedictions always contained a theological
Interpretation ofthe meal.
(b) Subsequently, the meal took place. It deserves to be observed that
the bread not only served äs food, but also äs a means to handle other
dishes, such äs vegetables, meat, fowl, fish, cheese, honey, olives, and
herbs, and to bring these to one's mouth. From the fact that only bread
is mentioned (l Cor 10:16-17; 11:26), it must not be inferred that bread
was the only food which was eaten.
(c) At the end of the meal, that is, after supper, a benediction was
pronounced over the wine (l Cor 11:25; cf. the direction in Did. 10:1:
"when all have partaken sufficiently," "after being filled, give thanks in
these words: . . . ").
(d) Afterwards, those present stayed together for the exchange of
instruction (14:6, 26), revelations (14:6, 26), prophecies (14:1, 3), psalms
(14:26), ecstatic utterances (14:3, 4, 26), interpretations of such
utterances (14:26, 28-30), singing and praying (14:14-15), and for
praising and thanking God (14:16-17).
It should be noticed that part (d) took place on the same evening äs
the supper itself. In other words, the whole of l Cor 11:17-14:40 deals
with one and no more than one periodical meeting of the
congregation. This is clear from the fact that Paul refers to this meeting
in the same words at the beginning (11:17-18) and at the end (14:23-
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26) of the passage mentioned without distmguishing between different
meetmgs. In 11:17 he says "you come together (synerchesthe) to the
detnment of the commumty." In 11:18: "when you come together äs
a congregation (synerchomenon hymon en ekklesia) . . . "In chapter 14 he
still uses the same expressions. In 14:23 he says "So if the whole
congregation comes together . . . " (synelthei he ekklesia) and m 14:26:
"when you come together . . . " (synerchesthe)." The passage 14:26-40
is the conclusion of chapters 12-14. Since there is no mdication that
Paul's attention shifts from one type of meetmg (the Lord's supper,
discussed in eh. 11) to another type of meetmg at the begmnmg of eh.
12, the "coming together" (synerchesthai) of eh. 11 must refer to the
same meetmg äs that of eh. 14, except that 11:17-34 treats the first part
of the meetmg, that is, the meal proper, whereas chapters 12-14 deal
with the second part of the meetmg, that is, the Session employed for
smgmg, praying, prophecy, glossolalia, and other spintual gifts.
The question can be raised whether part (d) followed or preceded
the meal (a-c). Judgmg by Mark 14:26, where the smgmg follows the
supper, and the order m which Paul discusses the supper (l Cor 11)
and the spintual gifts (l Cor 12-14), the meal must have been the first
part of the meeting and the Session devoted to the spintual gifts the
second part.
The purpose of this second part of the meeting was the
strengthening, confirmation, and consolidation of the spintual
solidanty (komoma) among the members of the congregation, or m
Paul's words, "the building up of the church" (14:12, 26).
It is of great importance to realize that the second part of the
gathenng äs depicted by Paul corresponded to the Symposium which, m
the Hellemstic world, normally followed the group supper of voluntary
societies. After supper, wme was served and the evenmg was spent m
conversation and conviviality.14 The guests might entertam each other
11 In 14 26 the New English Bible translates "when you ineetfor worship," nghtly so,
for the meeting meant in ch 14 is the same äs that of ch 11
14 E Ferguson, Backgrouniis of Early Chnstmmty (2nd ed , Grand Rapids, Mich
Eerdmans, 1993), 96-98 A case m pomt is the banquet descnbed m Petromus, Cena
Tnmalchionn, where the banquet proper is depicted in the chapters 31-69 and the
after-supper entertamment m chapters 70-78 Another example is Lucian, Convwmm
6—47 In this case the transition between the deipnon (paragraphs 6-14, the word
deipnon occurs m the paragraphs l, 2, and 5), and the Symposium (paragraphs 15-47, the
word occurs m 47 and 48) is gradual and smooth, but from paragraph 15 onward the
cup is gomg round, there are toasts, conversations, and speeches, someone recites
verses, someone eise reads aloud from a book, a clown dances and makes jokes, etc
The same twofold structure of the group meal is mirrored in John's account of the Last
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by smging songs, recitmg recent or older hterary compositions, playmg
games, and dancmg." The early Christians naturally had their own
repertoire of interventions to contnbute to this second part of the
session (prayers, hymns, prophecies, etc.). Structurally, however, their
after-supper gathenng is the exact equivalent of the after-dmner session
which followed the penodical banquet of many clubs and societies in
the Graeco-Roman world, both gentile and Jewish
Other Testimome<; for the Celebmtwn of the Lord's Supper m the First and
Early Second Centunes
(I) Mark was familiär with the rite of the Christian Community supper:
10:38 and 14:36 presuppose the existence of the Lord's Supper and
Mark's acquamtance with it.
In Mark 10:38 Jesus asks: "Can you dnnk the cup that I dnnk, or be
baptized with the baptism I am baptized with?" In this context
drmking the cup and bemg baptized are Images for the passion which
Jesus is to undergo. But the very selection and combination of the
Images of "drmking" and "bemg baptized" make it clear that Mark is
thinkmg here of the two constitutive ntes of the Church, the Lord's
supper and baptism. In 14:36 Jesus says: "Let this cup pass frorn me."
Many exegetes have explamed "this cup" by referrmg to the Old
Testament image ofthe cup (or scale) of God's wrath." But the idea
of God's wrath does not fit in Mark's context. It is more probable that
the starting-pomt of Mark's imagery here is the cup of the Lord's
Supper. In the tradition concerning Jesus' Last Supper (used by Mark
in the preceding pencope) this cup was taken äs a symbol of Jesus'
death (14:24). Hence, Mark could designate the fate Jesus faced m
Gethsemane, that is, his suffermg and death, äs "this cup " In bnef,
Mark 10:38 and 14:36 are evidence that Mark was familiär with the
Lord's Supper.
Mark's story of the Last Supper (14:22-26a), however, does not
provide unambiguous evidence for Mark's knowledge of the weekly
Supper John 13 2-30 descnbes the supper proper (2 deipnou ginomenou, 4 deipnou, 12
nnepesen pahn) and 13 31-17 26 the after-supper session with mstruction, conversation,
Speeches, admomtions, and prayer
1S Dancmg after supper is widely attested, see, e g , Philo's account ofthe Pannychis
of the Therapeutae (Conteinpl 83-85), Petromus' depiction of the dmner given by
Tnmalchio "lani cocperat Fortunata velle saltare" (Cena Trtmakhioms 70 9), and
Mark's story about the birthday banquet given by Herod Antipas "Her (that is,
Herodias') daughter caine in and danced" (6 21-22)
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rite of the Lord's Supper. The passage does not contam the Institution
words spoken by Jesus. It cannot be ascertamed, therefore, whether
Mark borrowed this tradition from a euchanstic context (äs is generally
assumed). It may also have reached him äs a story about the last hours
that Jesus spent with his disciples. This means that, in and of itself,
Mark's account of the Last Supper does not prove that Mark was
acquamted with the euchanst.
On the other hand, Mark's narrative of the Last Supper (14:22—26a),
mcludmg Jesus' words about the bread and the wine, clearly denves
from. the same tradition äs Paul's account of Jesus' Last Supper in l Cor
1123-25. Mark 14.22-26a and l Cor 11:23-25 reflect a common
earher tradition. This common tradition underlymg Mark 14:22-26a
and l Cor 11:23-25 does not reach back to Jesus himself. It has
probably ongmated äs a clanfication of the Christian nte of the Lord's
Supper or euchanst, for it looks very much hke a post-Easter aetiology
of that rite. The equations of the bread with Jesus' body and the wme
with Jesus' blood; the phrase "for you" (l Cor 11:24) or "for many"
(Mark 14:24), which probably imphes a sotenological Interpretation of
Jesus' death; the Suggestion of the nearness of Jesus' end in his words "I
will not dnnk from the fruit of the vine until that day when I drink it
new m the kmgdom of God" (Mark 14:25) and "Do this äs a memonal
of me" (l Cor 11:25); all this makes it difficult to believe that the story
preserves pre-Easter tradition.16 Further reasons for which it is difficult
to assume that the common tradition underlymg Mark 14:22-26a and
16 Still less plausible is the view that the Lord's Supper goes back to a Passover nieal
which Jesus would have had with his disciples on the eve of his death The Passover
meal mentioned m Mark 14 is clearly a late and secondary feature m the tradition
concernmg Jesus' passion (a) Paul does not yet say that Jesus' last supper was a Passover
meal (b) In Mark 14 all references to Passover belong to Mark's redaction, to begin
with 14 l (c) The supper of Mark 14 22-25 is not depicted äs a Passover meal (d) In
14 53-15 l (the meeting of the complete Sanhednn on Thursday evening, their
mghtly session, and the handing over of Jesus to Pilate on Fnday mormng) Mark seems
to have forgotten that the members of the Sanhednn had to celebrate the Festival of
Passover and Unleavened Bread (e) The same is true for 15 42, for whatever Joseph of
Anmathea, member of the Sanhednn, wished to do before the Sabbath because he was
not allowed to do it on the Sabbath, was equally offensive on the first füll day of the
Passover festival (Fnday) until sunset As to John, his gospel is hterally dependent on
Mark and Luke, he is no independent witness for Jesus' chronology Furthennore, I
take John 6 4 "Passover was near" to mean that the season allowed Jesus, the disciples,
and the crowd to go up the hill-side (6 3), to sit down there on the "grass" (6 10), and
to have a meal m the open air (6 10-13) The supposition that the mention of Passover
here has to do with alleged euchanstic overtones of the story of the feedmg of the five
thousand is superfluous
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l Gor 11:23-25 goes back to a histoncal Institution of the Lord's
Supper by Jesus himself mclude the followmg. (1) If Jesus instituted the
Lord's Supper, how can one account for the fact that the euchanstic
prayers transmitted in Did. 9-10 preserve no trace of this Institution?
(2) The Institution word transmitted in l Gor 11:25 "Whenever you
dnnk it, do this äs a memonal of me" logically presupposes the
existence of the custom of drmking the cup. The word only adds the
mstruction to dnnk it in memory of Jesus. The Institution word must be
later, therefore, than the ongin of the Lord's Supper. In bnef, the
tradition concernmg the Institution of the penodical Community meal
by Jesus seems to have ongmated äs an attempt to trace the ongin of
the meal back to Jesus.17 In a similar manner the Institution ofthe rite
of baptism was attnbuted to Jesus in Matt 28:19.
It should be borne m rmnd that in the Hellemstic world many of
those who adhered to a certain rehgious Institution or cult liked to
trace the ongin of this Institution or cult to an illustnous founder,
preferably a god or a hero. Let me illustrate this with two random
examples from Pausamas' descnption of Greece (second Century C.E.).
In Argolis Pausamas visited the sanctuary of the goddess Eileithyia near
Anaktes. According to local tradition, this sanctuary was founded and
consecrated by no less a person than Heien, daughter of Zeus and the
future wife of Menelaus of Sparta. Before she married Menelaus, she
was raped by Theseus. After she had been rescued by her brothers
Castor and Polydeuces, she founded the temple of Eileithyia
(Pausamas, Descr 2.22.6-7). According to a tradition which Pausamas
recorded m Troezen (Argolis), the Pythian games at Delphi were
founded by Diomedes, one of the chief Greek wamors in the Trojan
War and commander of eighty ships from Argos and Tiryns (Pausamas,
Descr. 2.32.2). Thus, under the early Empire many rehgious customs
and institutions were "explamed" with aetiologies which traced their
ongins back to the initiative of great, preferably divine, founders. In
the same manner Christians attnbuted the ongin of the euchanst to
Jesus. They did not resort to a person who had lived in times long past,
äs the gentiles hked to do, but to Jesus because he was the greatest
authonty they knew.
In sum, it is not necessary to suppose that the story of the Last
Supper reached Mark äs a tradition connected with the euchanst.
17 This does not exclude the possibihcy that Mark 14 25 goes back to a pre-Easter
word of Jesus and that it was later connected with the scene of the Last Supper, see M
de Jonge, Cod's Final Εηνογ Early Chnslology and Jesus' Own View of His Mission
(Grand Rapids, Mich Eerdmans, 1998), 59-69
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Ultimately, however, this story seems to go back to an aetiology of the
euchanst. If so, it is also a testimony to a pre-Markan celebration of the
euchanst, a testimony which, together with that of Mark 10:38 and
14-36, can be placed next to that of Paul.
(II) The fourth evangelist was also acquamted with the euchanst. A
familianzation with the euchanst is evident in John 6:51c-58. True,
with regard to this passage, the vanous exegetes take difFerent
positions. (a) Some (hke Menken) find here a Chnstological exposition
on Jesus äs hfe-givmg bread from heaven. From the perspective of this
Position, the evangelist uses some euchanstic terms, not m order to
clanfy the euchanst, but simply to illustrate how, or how intensively,
one has to believe in Jesus. The message is that one must absorb Jesus
m one's belief just äs concretely äs one consumes the euchanstic
elements in participatmg in the Lord's Supper.'8 (b) Others (hke
Bultmann) thmk that w. 51c-58 are a redactionally later development
of John's text m which Jesus is mdeed spoken of äs the euchanstic
bread. With this Interpretation, the passage would also reveal the
redactor's view of the euchanst.19 (c) There are yet others who (hke
Klmghardt) regard w. 51c-58 only äs a continuation and elaboration
of the theme of Jesus äs the bread from heaven; they find no reference
whatsoever to the euchanst.20
Position (a) seems to me preferable. The agreements which John's
language shows with euchanstic termmology are too strikmg to be
incidental. The term "flesh" (m heu of "body") occurs m a euchanstic
context in Ignatius; see, e.g., Phld. 4 (next to "blood") and Srnym.
7:l.21 It is hard to assume that a phrase hke "I give my flesh for the life
of the world" (John 6:51) has nothing to do with Jesus' death. It is no
less hard to believe that phrases hke "Whoever eats my flesh and drmks
18 M J J Menken, "John 6,51c-58 Euchanst or Chnstology'" Bib 74 (1993) 1-
26
19 R Bukmann, Das Evangelium des Johannes (12th ed, KEK, Gottingen
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1952), 174-77, P N Anderson, The Chnstology of the
Fourth Gospel Its Unity and Disnnity in thc Light of John 6 (Tubingen Mohr, 1996-
1997), 110-36 Some exegetes m this category admit the possibility that the redactor is
the evangelist himself, see, e g , R Schnackenburg, Das Johannesevangehum (4 vols ,
HTKNT 4, Freiburg Herder, 1967-1984), 2 83-96
"' Klmghardt, Gemeinschafismahl und Mahlgemeinschaft, 438^0
21 Ign Rom l 3 mentions "the flesh (sarx) of Jesus Christ" and "his blood" äs the
heavenly food and dnnk which the martyr hopes to enjoy after his death But it is
unclear whether he hopes (a) to be umted with Jesus' person, or (b) to enjoy a heavenly
rneal Yet, even in the former case the tenmnology Ignatius uses herc is euchanstic
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my blood . . . " (John 6:54, 56) and "My flesh is real food; my blood is
real dnnk" (John 6:55) have nothmg to do with the Church's rite of
the Lord's Supper. What John 51c-58 seems to say is that one has to
absorb Jesus in one's faith äs concretely äs one consumes the elements
of the euchanst and to take the salvific meanmg of Jesus' death
senously. This message need not have an anti-gnostic mtention.
Participation m the euchanst serves here äs an analogy or image of the
true way of believmg m Christ. Euchanstic language is used here to
descnbe the Johannine concept of faith m Christ. If this Interpretation
is correct, then John 6:51c-58 does not shed much light on John's
view of the euchanst, but it does show that John used the tradition
which mterpreted the bread and the wme of the supper äs Jesus and the
consumption of the elements äs a representation of his death, the
tradition which was also used by Paul, Mark, and Luke, but not by the
Dt dache.
The view that John was acquainted with the euchanst is probably
not confirmed by the passage m which the evangelist relates that a
soldier stabbed Jesus' side with a lance. This caused, according to John,
the effusion of "blood and water" (19:34). The "blood and water"
mentioned m this passage seem to symbolize the hvmg streams which
flow out from Jesus and by which men are quickened (cf. 7:37-38).
There is httle reason to assume that "blood and water" refer also to the
sacraments here, that is to say, the euchanst and baptism "
It remams true, however, that John 6:51c-58 probably shows that
John was acquainted with the rite of the Lord's Supper.
(III) Did 9-10 descnbes basically the same rite äs the one we
encountered m Cormth. The agreements are clear. Both meals are a
Community supper on Sunday evenmg (Dtd. 14:1). Both compnse:
(a) Benedictions over cup and bread. (b) A real supper (c) A
concludmg benediction, possibly followed by (d) a Session in which
prophecies, mstraction, admomtions, reprimands, ecstatic utterances,
etc. were communicated. It has to be granted, however, that Didache
9-10 does not mention the last part (d) exphcitly At any rate, 10 6a-b
("Let grace draw near, let this present world pass away") does not
provide a solid basis for the supposition that such an after-supper
"" Pace, e g , R E Brown, The Cospel according to John (2 vols , AB 29(A), London
Chapman, 1970), 2 951-52, and C K Barrett, The Cospel according to St John (2nd ed ,
London S P C K , 1978), 557 Brown abandoned his view that John 19 34 refers to
the sacraments in his The Death of the Messiah (New York Doubleday, 1994), 1170—
82 Here he records it only äs an Interpretation of sonie Church fathers
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meeting took place.23 Other chapters of the Dtdache make mention of
quite an amount of oral commumcation which occurred withm the
Community (for instance, 4:3 attempts to make peace between those
who are at vanance, reproval of members of the Community, 11 1-2
mstruction, 11.7 speeches delivered by prophets, 11:12 exhortation by
prophets, 15:3 mutual reproval among members of the Community). It
is natural to postulate a social context m which this commumcation, or
at least a great part of it, could take place. A Session following the
Lord's Supper, then, is an obvious option 24 But whde there is every
possibihty that an after-supper Session was the practice, there is no clear
evidence for this practice m the text of the Didache.
In my view, Did. 14 refers to the same meal äs ch 9-10, the weekly
commumty supper on Sunday evemng. It simply adds the requirement
that before celebrating the Lord's Supper the participants should
confess their faults in Order to avoid any profanation of the sacrament.
The word "sacnfice" (thysia) used in 14:2 does not charactenze the
euchanstic meal äs a sacnfice; it refers to the euchanstic prayers äs
thankoffermgs." In order to prevent these spintual thankoffermgs from
being impure, those who intend to participate m the euchanst have to
confess their sins.
The supper pictured by the Didache is both a real and a sacramental
meal. Through their participation m this meal, the members of the
commumty participate proleptically in the eschatological kingdom of
Jesus, which is the new shape of the kingdom of David (9 2) The
function of the meal is still the brmging about of the umty of the
congregation In this case, however, the umty is not founded in the
death of Jesus (äs m Paul), but m the fact that the bread that is broken
at the beginning of the meal, "once dispersed over the hills, was
brought together and became one loaf." In eating from this loaf, the
congregation becomes one. Similar ideas occur m blessmgs which are
Contra Klmghardt, Gemeinschaftsmahl und Mahlgerneinschaß, 389, who surmises
that "Let grace draw near" and "Let this world pass away" (10 6a-b) are the openmg
hnes of hymns that were sung dunng the meeting after supper
Although members of the commumty met also on other occasions, äs appears
from 4 2
"j Behm, "thyo," TWNT 3 189, K Wengst, Didache (Apostelkim), Barnabasbnef,
Zweiter Kleinensbnef, Schrift an Diognet (Darmstadt Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft,
1984), 53-5 The view of prayers äs spintual offenngs became widespread in the
Hellemstic and Roman penods, in pagan äs well äs Jewish and Christian circles See,
e g ,Jub 2 22, Rev 8 3-4, ί dem 40 2-4, 36 l, 44 4, Ign Eph 5 2, Phld 4, Herrn
Mand 10 3 2-3, Const Ap 7 33 2, Corp herm l 31 (Poimandres) For the view of the
euchanstic prayers äs offenngs, see also Justin, Dial 117 l
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pronounced over the bread at the begmnmg of Jewish meals, äs is well-
known.
In its form and function the supper descnbed in Didache is related to
that in l Cormthians, but the Interpretation of the meal is different in
so far äs Didache does not connect the sacramental sigmficance of the
meal with the death of Jesus. But Did. 9-10 is far from bemg the only
specimen of an early Christian euchanst m which references to Jesus'
death, his body and blood, and his Institution of the rite are lacking.
Other mstances are (1) the earhest traceable form of the Anaphora of
Sempion,26 (2) Actajohanms chs 109-10," (3) Actajohanms chs. 85-S6,28
(4) the East-Synan Anaphora of Addat and Man,N and (5) the Egyptian
Anaphora ofMark in the early recension of Papyrus Strasbourg gr. 254.30
Age and Ongm ofthe Lord's Supper
The basic pattern of the Lord's Supper, according to Paul, was twofold.
It consisted of (1) the meal proper, concluded with a prayer of thanks,
and (2) a session after the meal. In other words, the deipnon was
followed by an assembly in which oral contnbutions and hymns were
exchanged. At the very least, the Didache does not contradict this
pattern, and, äs I remarked before, it may possibly even confirm it. The
same twofold pattern is mdirectly attested by Mark. His account of the
Last Supper undoubtedly reflects the tradition of the weekly
commumty meal of the Christians According to the descnption of the
Last Supper given in Mark 14.22-26a, the meal proper was followed
by a session m which hymns were sung.31 The twofold structure ofthe
early Christian commumty meal is confirmed by Luke's story about a
supper shared by Paul and the Christian congregation at Troas (Acts
20· 11) According to Luke, this meal took place on a Sunday
26 H Lietzmann, Messe und Herrenmahl (Bonn Marcus & Weber 1926), 186-87,
esp 196
27 C Tischendorf, R A Lipsius and M Bonnet, eds , Acta Apostolomm Apocrypha (2
vols, Leipzig Mendelsohn, 1891-1903), 2 207-9
28 Tischendorf, Lipsius and Bonnet, eds , Acta Apostolonim Apocrypha, 2 193
29 W Macomber, "The Oldest Known Text ofthe Anaphora ofthe Apostles Addai
and Man," OCP 31 (1966) 335-71, Rouwhorst, De vtenng van de euchanstie in de vroege
kerk, 20-21
A Haggi and I Pahl, Prex euchanstica (SpicFn 12, Fnbourg, Switzerland Editions
Universitaires, 1968), 101-27, Rouwhorst, De vienng van de euchanstie, 22-3
31 Mark does not say which songs or hymns were sung Hippolytus, Traditw
apostolica 25, descnbes a Sunday evemng euchanst dunng which one or more psalnis of
the Hailei (Pss 115-118) were sung In this case, the choice had no specific connection
with Easter, let alone with Passover
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evenmg32 Owing to certain circumstances it could not begin until
rmdmght When the meal was over, the meetmg did not break up A
Session followed in which there was "much conversation, which lasted
until dawn " The same twofold pattern is still attested by Tertullian,
Apol 39 16-19 (197 C E , Carthage), who descnbes the weekly
Community meal" äs consisting of a supper (cena, 39 16) and an after-
supper Session devoted to the singing of hymns, both taken from the
Scnptures and new compositions, and prayer (39 18-19)
The pattern at issue conforms to that of the normal Hellemstic
communal supper, which consisted of a meal (syssition, that is, a
common meal) and an ensumg Symposium 34 Such suppers were held
penodically in all sorts of clubs, societies, associations, religious guilds,
and other groups, in which the members wanted to give shape to their
ideal of unity, Community, equality, and brotherhood (komoma)35
32 Luke says "On the first day of the week" (Acts 20 7) This is sometimes taken to
mean "On the Saturday mght", thus, e g , the New Enghsh Bible But Luke's
expression is more hkely to mean "On the Sunday " l e , on the new day followmg
sunnse after Saturday mght (thus, e g, E Haenchen, ad hc) In fact, Luke uses the
same expression ("on the first day of the week") m Luke 24 l to designate the time it
which the women went to Jesus' tomb, no doubt after sunnse, and then places the
breaking of the bread at Emmaus "on that same day" (Luke 24 13) So Luke has no
problem in regardmg an evenmg äs part of the preceding day Consequently, Acts
20 7-11 probably means to say that the breaking of the bread at Troas took place
dunng the mght of Sunday to Monday
33 Designated by Tertullian äs cena nostra (39 16), agape (39 16, äs in Jude 12), and
convivium (39 18)
On this bipartite structure of the banquet m the Hellemstic world, see Ferguson,
BackgroHtids of Early Chnstiamty, 98, Klmghardt, Gemeinschaftsmahl und Mahlgeniemschaft
99-129 Cf footnote 14 above
35 In the Graeco-Roman world, clubs and voluntary associations of many sorts
prokferated enormously Their pnmary goal was fellowship They mtended to umte in
a common rehgious and social expenence düTerent elements of the population, men
and women, slaves and free, citizens and ahens, Greeks and non-Greeks They were
called thiasoi, synodoi, koina, hetaireiat, synagogai, koinomai, collegia, corpora, sodahtates, etc
In these clubs people tned to find the equakty, fellowship, and Community (komoma,
comtnumtas) which society äs a whole could not give them Here the humbler members
found some compensaüon for the lack of social recognition which was their part
outside the club The common feature of all clubs and associations was that their
members dmed together on certain occasions See E Ziebarth, Das griechische
Vereinswesen (PFJG 34, Leipzig Hirzel, 1896, repr Wiesbaden Martin Sandig, 1969),
F Poland, Geschichte des griechischen Vereinswesens (PFJG 38, Leipzig Teubner, 1909), J
S Kloppenborg and S G Wilson, eds , Voluntary Associations m the Graeco Roman
World (London Routledge, 1996), on association meals, see 65 F W DSnker,
"Associations, Clubs, Thiasoi," ABD l 501-3, Meeks, The First Urban Christians, 31-
32, 77-80, Ferguson, Backgrounds of Early Chnstiamty, 131-36, M N Tod and S
Hornblower, "clubs, Greek," and G H Stevenson and A W Lintott, "Clubs,
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Among gentiles, examples of such penodical, communal suppers are
numerous.36 Gases m point are the suppers which were held six times
each year by the association of worshippers of Diana and Antmous at
Lanuvmm, some 70 kilometers south-east of Rome (second Century
C.E.)17 and the monthly banquets held by an association dedicated to
Zeus Hypsistos which are attested m an Egyptian papyrus of about 60
B.C.E.18 Jewish examples mclude the Pentecost feast of the
Therapeutae, also called Pannychis, and descnbed by Philo (Contempl
66-90). Accordmg to Philo, the Therapeutae came together to share a
common supper m their celebration of Pannychis (66—82). After this
supper the all-night vigil of Pannychis began: a festival dunng which
the participants formed choirs, sang sacred songs, performed dances,
and were m a "sober drunkenness" until sunnse (83—90). Another
possible Jewish example of a Hellemstic Community supper is the meal
of the congregation for which the Community Rule of Qumran gives
directions (1QS VI, 2-13): "(a) They shall eat m common and pray in
common, and (b) they shall dellberate in common." The former part
was mtroduced by blessmgs over the bread and the wme (VI, 5-6).
The latter part compnsed, among other aspects, the study and
discussion ofthe Law (VI, 6-13).19 Further instances of common meals
held by Jews are the syndeipna mentioned by Julius Caesar m a letter to
the magistrates of Panum, a place on the coast of the Troad, east of the
Hellespont. Caesar decrees that the magistrates of Panum permit the
Jews of their town "to collect money for common meals (syndeipna)
and sacred ntes." Accordmg to Caesar, the Jews were allowed to
collect money and to hold common suppers even m Rome (Josephus,
Ant. 14.214-16). While it is clear that Caesar is referrmg here to
penodical suppers held by Jews, it is not clear whether these suppers in
Roman," OCD3 351-53, A Baumgarten, "Graeco-Roman Voluntary Associations
and Ancient Jewish Sects," m Jews in a Graeco-Roman WoM (ed M Goodman,
Oxford Clarendon Press, 1988), 93-111
16 H-J Klauck, Herrenmahl und hellenistischer Kuh (2nd ed, NTAbh NF 15,
Munster Aschendorff, 1982), 68—71, Klinghardt, Getneinschaftstnahl und Mahlgemein-
schaft, 33-43, 55-56
17 H Dessau, Insmptiones lattnae selectae (5 vols , Berlin Weidmann, 1892-1916),
vol 2, no 7212, discussed by Klauck, Herrenmahl und hellenistischer Kult, 70, and R L
Wilken, The Christians äs the Romans Sau> Them (New Haven Yale Umversity Press,
1984), 36-39
38 PLond 2710 = F Preisigke et a l , eds , Sammelbiich griechischer Urkunden aus
Ägypten (6 vols , Strassbourg: Trubner, 1915), vol 2, no 7835, discussed by Klauck,
Hemnnmhl und hellenistischer Kult, 70
19 The same mjunctions are given in IQSa II, 17-21
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Panum and Rome were events which took place weekly, monthly,
yearly, or whatever.
For a weekly, communal deipnon, äs attested by Paul and the
Didache, there is no pre-70 Jewish analogy. There are only remote
parallels, such äs the weekly sabbath meal held by the Therapeutae
(Philo, Contempl 30—33). Philo reports that the Therapeutae held their
cultic assembly on the sabbath. At this gathermg, the most quahfied
members of the group dehvered an allocution. Subsequently, after
sunset, those present shared a common supper. In this case, however,
the order of the events is precisely the opposite of that of the Lord's
Supper. For in the latter case, the supper was not preceded, but
followed by the meeting of the commumty. The ordmary order,
namely, (1) supper, and (2) meeting, is attested by 1QS VI, 2-13 and
IQSa II, 17—21 (see above), but it is not clear with which frequency
these meals and meetings took place.
Furthermore, there is solid evidence for the existence of weekly
meetings of Jews in their proseuchae or synagogues for the study of the
Law (e.g., Philo, Mos 2.215-16; cf. Spec. 2.62-63; Acts 13:14-15).40
However, these synagogal meetings on sabbath were not followed by a
common meal. Philo states that on sabbath, Jews used to study the Law
"almost up to the late afternoon," but then went home. This is the
descnption of sabbath worship provided by Philo:
Moses required them [i e., the Jews] to assemble m the same place on
these seventh days, and sitting together m a respectful and orderly
manner hear the laws read so that none should be Ignorant of them And
indeed they do always assemble and sit together, most of them m silence
except when it is the practice to add somethmg to signify approval of
what is read But some priest who is present or one of the eiders reads
the holy laws to them and expounds them pomt by pomt till about the
late afternoon, when they depart havmg gamed both expert knowledge
of the holy laws and considerable advance m piety 41
Somethmg similar is attested by Agatharchides (quoted by Josephus,
Ag Ap l 210), who reports that Jews on sabbath meet in their sacred
places (hiera) until the evening (mechn tes hesperas). Josephus himself,
too, affirms that Moses ordamed that every week Jewish men "should
desert their other occupations and assemble to listen to the Law and to
40 Cf A Kasher, "Synagogues äs 'Houses of Prayer' and 'Holy Places' m the Jewish
Commumties of Hellemstic and Roman Egypt," in Ancient Synagogues Histoncal
Analysis & Archaeologtcal Discovery (ed D Urman and P V M Fiesher, 2 vols , StPB
47, Leiden Bnll, 1995), l 205-20, see 211-12
41 Philo, Hypotheken, apud Eusebius, Praep ev 87 12-13
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obtain a thorough and accurate knowledge of it" (Ag. Αρ. 2.175).42 But
none of these testimonies says that the synagogal study of the Law on
sabbath was concluded by a common supper.
Archeological evidence concerning ancient synagogues shows that
several ancient synagogues contained rooms where food could be
prepared for meals, or rooms where meals could be served. But all this
evidence is second Century C.E. (Ostia) or later (third Century: Stobi in
Macedonia)43 and in any case it does not prove that, if communal meals
took place in synagogues, they took place every week or every
sabbath.
Consequently, the Lord's Supper cannot be traced back to any
specific Jewish custom, neither to a meal nor to an assembly. The
periodical supper held by voluntary associations was a generally
Hellenistic practice. This practice was shared by pagans and Jews alike.
In this respect pagans and Jews shared the same cultural tradition. It is
impossible, therefore, to differentiate between periodical Community
suppers held by pagans and similar suppers held by Jews. Consequently,
it is impossible and pointless to derive the Christian Community supper
from a specifically Jewish meal. Rather, the Christian Community
supper is a specimen, alongside many similar specimens which were
practiced by pagans äs well äs Jews, of the generally Hellenistic
phenomenon of the periodical Community supper. The bipartite
agenda of the Christian supper, consisting of (a) the deipnon, and (b) the
42 See also Philo, Creation 128: Moses ordained the Jews "to keep a seventh day
holy, abstaining from other work that has to do with seeking and gaining a livelihood,
and giving their time to the one sole object of philosophy [i.e., the Law] with a view
to the improvement of character and Submission to the scrutiny of conscience" (Philo,
On the Creation of the World [trans. F. H. Colson and G. H. Whitaker; LCL;
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1929-1962]); Josephus, Ant. 16.44: "We give
every seventh day over to the study of our customs and law," in a speech of Nicolas of
Damascus to Agrippa on behalf of the Jews of lonia, ca. 14 B.C.E. (Flavius Josephus,
The Jewish Antiquities, Books 1—19 [trans. H. St. J. Thackeray et al.; LCL: Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1930-1965]). Josephus, Vita 279, relates that a synagogal
meeting on sabbath was sojourned at "the sixth hour" (i.e., at noon) "at which it is our
custom on the sabbath to take our midday meal." The verb used here by Josephus,
aristopoieisthai, refers to luncheon, not to supper. But Josephus does make it clear that
Jews used to take lunch on sabbath at hörne, not in the synagogue.
43 L. V. Rutgers, The Hidden Heritage of Diaspora Judaism (2nd ed.; CBET 20;
Leuven: Peeters, 1998), 117; somewhat more optimistically R. E. Oster, "Supposed
Anachronism in Luke-Acts' Use of synagoge: A Rejoinder to H. C. Kee," NTS 39
(1993): 178-208, see 200. But even Oster adduces no evidence for synagogal suppers
which took place every week.
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ensumg meeting, shows that it is generally Hellenistic in character.44 At
most one can say that this Christian vanant of the Hellenistic
Community supper betrays some Jewish mfluence, namely, its weekly
repetition and its mtroductory prayers. Its weekly repetition must have
been taken over from the Jewish custom to meet on the Sabbath for
the study of the Scnptures. The practice of "saymg grace" before a meal
was a typically and exclusively Jewish custom.45 That does not alter the
fact, however, that the Lord's Supper onginated äs a Christian form of
the generally Hellenistic phenomenon of the penodical supper held by
voluntary associations.
Why did the Lord's Supper take place on Sunday? The answer to
this question can be kept very simple. On Saturday evenmg many early
Christians, all or most of them Jews, already had other obligations. In
fact, on Saturday evenmg many Jewish households assembled for
supper.46 Therefore, Christian Jews had to choose another evenmg for
the supper of their commumty. They chose the earliest possible
opportumty: Sunday evenmg, after working hours, for until the time
of Constantme the Sunday was a working day. The association of
Sunday with Jesus' resurrection is at any rate late and secondary. This
association is not attested until Ignatius (Magn. 9:1) and Barnabas (15:9;
then also Justin, 1 Apol 67.8).47
44 Cf H -J Klauck, "Lord's Supper," ABD 4 362-72, esp 370 on pagan suppers
followed by social parties "The seqitence of [a] the mam meal, mcludmg a dnnk offenng
for the gods, [and b] philosophical discussions, musical-artistic presentations, speeches
and songs at a Symposium, coutd provide a struäurtil eqmvalent to a church's celebmtion with
[a] a meal (l Cor 1120-21) euchanstic double action (l Cor 1016-17), [and b]
worship in word with prophecy, glossolaha, the readmg of scnpture, Interpretation,
psalms, songs and prayers (l Cor 14)" (itahcs and square brackets nune, de J )
^Jos Äsen 8 5, Sib Or 4 26, cf 1QS VI, 4-5 and Josephus on the Essenes, BJ
2 131 "The pnest says grace before the meal, to taste the food before this praycr is
forbidden ( ) for at beginnmg and end they give thanks to God äs the giver of hfe "
The prayer pronounced at the beginning of Jewish meals, however, can be considered
the counterpart of the kbation which often preceded suppers among the gentlies Such
hbations were performed, e g , at the banquets of the society devoted to Diana and
Antmous in Lanuvium (see n 37) and at the monthly banquets of the society of Zeus
Hypsistos attested m PLond 2710 (see n 38) Epictetus admorushes his pupils to be
grateful to God "for hfe itself and for what is conducive to it, for dry fruits, for wine,
for olive öd, give thanks to God (etichartstei toi theoi) " But Epictetus does not mstruct
them to give expression to this gratitude m prayers at the beginnmg of meals
46 See, e g , Phdo, Contempl 36-37, 73, John 12 2, cf v 12
47 It is of course true that Mark 16 l and the other gospels situate the resurrection
of Jesus "on the first day of the week " But firstly, saymg that "Jesus has nsen on the
first day of the week" is not the same thing äs saymg that "the first day of every week
is the day of Jesus' resurrection " Secondly, the former is an histoncal Statement, the
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Did the Lord's Supper originale before or after Jesus' death? The
tradition concernmg the Institution of the Lord's Supper by Jesus
himself durmg the Last Supper is most hkely a post-Easter aetiology, äs
I argued before. In theory, this does not rule out the possibihty that, at
places, people who acclaimed Jesus' ideas began to assemble and to
share a common supper on Sunday evenmg already durmg his hfetime.
One might be tempted to regard this possibility äs hkely, for it would
allow the reconstruction ofthe history ofthe euchanst to be a gradual,
progressive development, running frorn before to after the death of
Jesus The Didache-type of euchanst, in which any reference to Jesus'
death is lacking, could then perhaps be construed äs pre-Easter.
However, it must be stressed that there is not the shghtest evidence for
such an assumption. Rather, there is strong evidence to the contrary.
In fact, all early Christian witnesses of the weekly celebration of the
Lord's Supper agree that it was celebrated on Sunday evenmg. No
early source places the weekly supper on another evenmg of the week.
This may be an indication that the history of the Lord's Supper goes
back to the practice of one smgle group ofjewish followers of Jesus
who remamed faithful to him after his death. For while it is
conceivable that several groups of Jesus' followers began to assemble
weekly already dunng his hfetime, it is most unlikely that all these pre-
Easter groups did so on Sunday. As a consequence, if after Jesus' death
all Christian groups turn out to have their weekly assembly on Sunday,
this practice is hkely to denve frorn the practice of one smgle group.
Otherwise it is mcomprehensible why all post-Easter groups which
met weekly did so on Sunday evenmg: they could have held their
supper, and contmued to hold it, on any evenmg of the week except
Saturday evenmg. If this Ime of reasonmg is correct, the group from
which the custom of a weekly supper on Sunday evenmg passed to
other groups was probably a post-Easter group of Christian Jews. For
only a group of people who were convmced that Jesus, although he
had been killed, was not dead but alive, that is, restored to life by God,
— only such a group can have been vital enough to entice other people
latter a hturgical one It is quite a distance to conie from the one to the other Thirdly,
it is by no means certam that the phrase "on the first day ofthe week" m Mark 16 l
and its parallels reflect the Christian calendar, not the Jewish Fourthly, the "first day of
the week" in Mark 16 l may simply be the result of Mark's calculation ofthe third day
after the day of Jesus' death, given the early Christian tradition that Jesus' resurrection
took place "on the third day, according to the Scnptures" (l Cor 15 4, cf Mark 8 31,
9 31, 10 34) and his death on a Fnday (Mark 15 42)
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to take over its custom to hold a weekly supper on Sunday evenmg.
But then the Lord's Supper must be of post-Easter ongin.
Later Developments
The evidence for the history of the euchanst m the second and third
centunes is too scanty to allow for a satisfying, representative
reconstruction. One must not perceive this history äs following a linear
development; considerable latitude should be allowed for regional
difFerences. In general, however, the following stages can be
distmguished.
(a) Alongside the supper held on Sunday evenmg, a cultic assembly
began to be held on Sunday mornmg before dawn. We learn from the
younger Plmy, Roman governor of Bithyma in Asia Mmor from 111
to 113 C.E., that the Christians m that area "met regularly before dawn
(ante lucem) on a fixed day to chant verses alternately amongst
themselves m honor of Christ, äs if to a god (. . .). After this ceremony
it was their custom to disperse and reassemble later to take food of an
ordmary, harmless kmd" (Plmy, Ep. 10.96). Smce the Christians are
said to reassemble at the end of the day m order to have a common
supper, the "fixed day" on which the mornmg office took place was
probably also the Sunday.
This early mornmg meeting held by the Christians of Bithyma can
be considered an analogy to the mornmg prayer of the Essenes who,
accordmg to Josephus (BJ. 2.128-29), assembled "before sunnse and
offered the Deity some traditional prayers äs if beseeching him to
appear."48 After this the Essenes went to work. In the evenmg they
48 For another example of a conimunal prayer before sunnse, see Phdo's account of
the festival of Pannychis celebrated by the Therapeutae, Contempl 89 At the end of
the night in which they celebrate this festival, that is, at dawn, "they stand with their
faces and whole body turned to the east and when they see the sun nsmg they Stretch
their hands up to heaven and pray for bnght days and knowledge of the truth and the
power of keen sighted thmkmg And after the prayers they depart each to his private
sanctuary " This mornmg prayer, however, is the communal vanant of the mornmg
prayer which each of the Therapeutae prayed individually every mornmg at sunnse,
ibid 27 The texts of several mornmg prayers pronounced "at the nsmg of the sun" are
preserved m 4Q503, see F Garcia Martinez and E J Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Serails
Study Edition (2 vols, Leiden Bnll, 1997-1998), l 999-1009 Whereas the communal
mornmg prayer of the Bithyman Chnstians is a weekly nte, that of the Essenes is daily,
that at the end of Pannychis of the Therapeutae yearly, and those of 4Q503 probably
monthly Mornmg prayers at dawn were also performed by gentile religious groups
The closest analogy to the Chnstian prayers at dawn m Bithyma is the mornmg prayer
of the commumty of Theos Hypsistos at Omoanda m Lycia, attested by the mscnption
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reassembled for taking supper (BJ. 2.132). Thus, the Christians of
Bithyma and the Essenes had more or less the same schedule for the
day (morning prayer before sunnse, daily work, common supper),
except that the Essenes performed this program every day of the week,
not only once a week. Moreover, the Essenes also had a common meal
at noon.
The Christian morning meeting described by Phny was a Service of
prayer, smging, and admomtion. Later it was also used for instruction
(Hippolytus, Traditio apostolica [Rome, ca. 215 C.E.], chs. 35 and 39).
In the second Century, the supper on Sunday evening contmued to
be both a sacramental and a real meal. People participated in it "ad
capiendum cibum" (Plmy, Ep. 10.96). Justin speaks of the meal äs
consisting of "food dry and liquid" (Dial. 117.3). Accordmg to the
same author, it was a communal meal, consequently an evening meal,
but preceded by a Service of lessons, admomtion, and prayer (Ί Apol.
67.3-8; analogy: the sabbath meal of the Therapeutae). About 200
C.E., Tertullian Stresses the chantable function of the Christian
supper.49 The meal still conformed to the two-fold pattern of (a) the
common meal proper (syssition), plus (b) the rehgio-social gathermg,
mcludmg the smging of scnptural or self-made hymns, and concluded
by prayer.
(b) In the course of the second Century, morning Services (such äs
recorded by Plmy äs taking place on Sundays) began also to be held on
other days ofthe week.50 Subsequently, the celebration ofthe euchanst
came to be mtroduced m these morning Services, probably first on the
Christian fast days, that is, on Wednesday and Fnday,51 although the
non-euchanstic assemblies, devoted to lessons, admomtion, and prayer,
SEC 933 (3d Century c E), on which see S Mitchell, "The Cult of Theos Hypsistos,"
m Pagan Monotheism m Late Antiquity (ed P Athanassiadi and M Frede, Oxford /, .
Clarendon Press 1999),/il-148 ' 0
49 See Tertullian, Apol 39 16-9, where he speaks ofthe agape ofthe conimuruty äs
cena nostra and convivmm, at which people discumbunt and saturantur
50 Hippolytus, Traditio apostolica 35 and 39 These daily Services took place
sometime early in the morning before work The growmg number of morning
Services, first without and then with the celebration of the euchanst, mirrors the desire
formulated by the author ofthe Didache "Frequent the Company ofthe samts daily, so
äs to be edified by their conversation" (4 2) and "Come often together for spintual
improvement" (16 2)
51 Tertulhan, De oratione (dated to 198-204 c E ) 19 1-4 "Statio solvenda
accepto corpore Domini," that is, "m receivmg the body of the Lord they have to
break the fast " This passage shows that m North-Afnca about 200 c E certam people
celebrated the euchanst on fast days, that is, on other days than Sundays, probably on
Wednesdays and Fndays (Did 81), early m the morning
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continued to be held on the same days next to the euchanstic mornmg
Services. The mtroduction of the euchanst m the mornmg Services
occurred not later than the end of the second Century Obviously,
many Christians feit that one euchanst a week was not enough. Out of
sheer desire for the Community with the Lord and fellow Christians,
they began to celebrate it twice or more times a week early in the
mornmg. Hippolytus' Traditio apostohca records euchanstic Services on
all days of the week (mcludmg Sundays), before workmg hours " The
food distnbuted in the mormng Service could of course be much less
substantial than that in the Supper held on Sunday evenmg. Therefore,
it was probably no longer necessary for those who wanted to participa-
te m this mornmg euchanst to bnng their own food. In this mormng
assembly the wine was often replaced by watef." There was probably
neither time nor space to eat and dnnk reclmmg on couches. As a
result, the euchanst of the Sunday mormng could easily become a
more ntualistic, and a less "ordmary," meal.
Meanwhde, the Community supper continued to be held, äs both a
"real" and a sacramental meal, on Sunday evemng. For Tertullian
(Apol. 39), the mam Community meal was still on Sunday evemng. It
was a real supper for all members of the Community.
(c) From the euchanstic mormng Services on other days of the week
than Sundays, the celebration of the euchanst—äs mentioned above—
penetrated into the Sunday mormng Service, that is, the ceremony
recorded for the first time by Plmy. This changed the character of both
52 Chs 22 and 36 From ch 25 "He [the bishop] should not say "sursum corda,"
for that is said m the mormng euchanst [anaphom, oblatio]," it can probably be gathered
that a euchanst at dawn took also place on Sunday, next to the Sunday evemng
ceremomes which evolved out of the traditional Lord's Supper, namely, the social
kynakon deipnon (= the eulogia, ch 26-28), and the lucernanum, a euchanst introduced
by a benediction over the lamp (ch 25)
53 This was the case, for instance, at Smyrna about 250 c E , see Martyrdom of Pionius
ch 3 " and after they had prayed and taken the sacred bread with water ", H
Musurillo, ed , The Acts of the Christian Martyrs (OECT, Oxford Clarendon Press,
1972), 136-37 About the same time Cypnan, bishop of Carthage, feit compelled to
take action agamst the use of water in lieu of wine m the early mormng meetings m
Carthage This is the issue of his Ep 63 In the second Century the Ebiomtes and
Tatian are on record äs havmg used water mstead of wine, see Epiphamus, Pananon
30 16 and 46 About 200 Clement of Alexandna, Str I, 19, 96 l, expressed his
disapproval of certam heretics who used water mstead of wine m the euchanst, see O
Stahlm and L Fruchtel, eds , Strotnata I-IV (vol 2 of Clemens Alexandnnus, ed O
Stahhn and L Fruchtel, 3d ed , GCS 52 (15), Berlin Akademie-Verlag, 1960), 61 26-
62 l Later these heretics were labeled Aquanans, see ODCC (3d ed , Oxford Oxford
Umversity Press, 1997), 94
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this Sunday morning Service and the Sunday evening service. As to the
morning service, from a service of prayer, singing, and instruction, it
became a symbolic and sacramental meal. Of the two meals that were
now held in the Christian Community on Sunday, the symbolic meal
that took place in the morning gradually became more important than
the real meal held in the evening. The reason for this was that the
Sunday morning rite was destined for "the whole Community"
(Hippolytus, Tradttio apostolica 22), whereas the supper was destined for,
or at least attended by, those who needed support. For Tertullian, the
Sunday evening meal was still intended for all members of the
Community. Hippolytus, however, describes the evening meal äs
attended, not by the whole Community, but by only a number of the
members ofthe Community ("those faithful who are present," eh. 26).
The Community äs a whole participated in the eucharist celebrated on
Sunday morning (eh. 22). Thus, a distinction developed between the
more important service held on Sunday morning, attended (in
principle) by the whole Community, and the supper that continued to
be held äs a charity meal on Sunday evening. The difference in Status
between the two ceremonies is already reflected in the terminology
Hippolytus uses for each of them. He refers to the assembly of the
whole Community äs the "eucharist" (eucharistia) and to the supper äs a
"eulogy" (eulogia, eh. 26, 28) or benediction. In contradistinction to
the food consumed in the eucharist, the bread of the Sunday supper is
"not the sign ofthe body ofthe Lord" (eh. 26).
In the middle of the third Century, Cyprian makes some
observations on the difference between the two Sunday meals of the
Christian Community, that is, the eucharist celebrated early in the
morning (mane) and the agape (cena, convivium nostrum) held in the
evening. The difference is that at the eucharist, the Community äs a
whole (plebs, omnis fmternitas) is present, whereas for logistic reasons the
supper is only attended by part of the Community, obviously by the
poorer members of the Community. Because of this Cyprian can say:
" 'The true sacrament' is the one we celebrate in the presence of the
entire congregation."54 Here we see how the eucharistic ritual ofthe
Sunday morning is upgraded äs the main sacrament of the Christian
Cyprian, Ep. 63.16: "Cuni cenanius, ad convivium nostrum plebem convocare
non possumus, ut sacramenti veritatem fraternitate omni praesente celebremus," that is,
"when we have supper, we cannot invite the whole congregation to our common
meal, with the result that the true sacrament is the one we celebrate in the presence of
the whole congregation (i.e., the eucharist celebrated in the morning)." See
Klinghardt, Gemeinschaßstnahl und Mahlgemeinschaß, 516—17.
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Sunday, while the Sunday evening meal, which was originally the most
important assembly of the Christian Community, is devaluated. Cyprian
does not yet say that the supper is not a sacrament. Thus, one cannot
say that, according to Cyprian, the agape was divested of its
sacramental character. But it is clear that for Cyprian the eucharist,
celebrated early in the morning, is a more important sacrament than
the agape. The reason for this shift in the assessment of the two
ceremonies is simply that the eucharist was the sacrament in which the
whole of the Community took part, whereas in the agape only part of
the Community participated, and the less well-to-do part at that.
At the same time Cyprian makes it clear that the differentiation in
Status between eucharist and agape was occasioned by the growth of
the congregation: "When we have supper, we cannot invite the whole
congregation."55 In some places, the agape continued to be held until
the seventh Century.56
Conclusions
1. In reconstructing the earliest history of the Lord's Supper, l
Corinthians and Didache should and can be used äs the main sources;
they are mutually independent witnesses of a common, earlier
tradition.
2. Originally, the Lord's Supper conformed to the bipartite pattern of
the periodical Hellenistic group supper. This periodical Hellenistic
group supper was practiced by gentile äs well äs Jewish societies. It
consisted of two parts: (a) the first part was the deipnon or syssition
proper, that is, a common supper; this was concluded by a short
religious ceremony; for example, the drinking of a cup with a libation,
grace, and a song of praise. (b) The second part of the Hellenistic
group supper was a gathering in which the participants remained
reclined on their couches and entertained each other with all sorts of
Speeches, songs, recitations of literary compositions, and other
amusement. This two-fold pattern is still discernible in Paul's account
of the Lord's Supper in l Cor 11:17-14:40, Acts 20:11, and Tertullian
Apol. 39.16-19. It is also reflected in Mark 14:22-26a.
3. The Lord's Supper originated äs the post-Easter Christian equivalent
of the periodical Hellenistic Community meal, that is, the periodical
55 Cyprian, Ep. 63.16: "Cum cenamus, ad convivium nostrum plebem convocare
non possumus."
56 Trullan Synod, canon 74 (692 C.E.).
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supper held by clubs, societies, cultic associations, religious groups,
guilds, et cetera.57 Apart from the twofold pattern, the weekly
Community supper of the Christians and the penodical supper of
Hellemstic associations also parallel each other in that in both instances
participants were supposed to bring their food with them With regard
to the practice of havmg penodical society suppers, there is no
distmction between gentiles and Jews Both groups shared the general,
Hellemstic, socio-cultural tradition on that point In the matter of
penodical society suppers, gentlies and Jews did not behave differently.
It is impossible, therefore, to trace the Christian weekly communal
supper exclusively to a Jewish or a gentüe tradition. Since penodical
society meals are a generally Hellemstic phenomenon, among Jews and
gentiles alike, the Chnstian Community meal cannot be connected
with a specifically Jewish tradition (nor with a specifically gentile
tradition for that matter). The Lord's Supper did not evolve out of a Jewish
meal or synagogal assembly. It arose äs the Chnstian analogy to the
penodical suppers in which numerous clubs, societies, and religious
groups, both Jewish and gentile, gave shape to their ideals of equality,
fellowship, umty, and commumty. Some features of the Christian
supper reveal its rise in a Jewish context; for mstance, the fact that it
was held weekly, and the custom of pronouncing prayers at the begmmng
of the meal. Yet the supper of the Christian commumty cannot be
derived from any specific Jewish meal or meeting.
4. Since the Lord's Supper ongmated äs a Chnstian vanant of the
Hellemstic commumty meal, its pnmary function was to establish the
fellowship, commumon, and umty among the participants.58 The
Interpretation of this umty äs the body of Chnst, the designation of
This is not to say that the Chnstian congregations of the first Century onginated
äs ordmary pnvate associations Meeks, The First Urban Christians, 78-80, has pointed
out the difierences Firstly, the Christians' concept of menibership was more exclusive
than that of other associations Secondly, m their composmon the Chnstian
commumties were socially more heterogeneous than most other associations Thirdly,
the Chnstians did not take over the typical terniinology which the associations used äs
titles for their leaders Fourthly, the Chnstian commumties had more, and more
intensive, mterlocal hnkages with other Chnstian commumties than was usual among
ordmary associations
58 Both Paul and the Didache stress the importance of the fact that those who
participate in the Lord's Supper eat from one loaf The umty of the bread symbohzes
the umty ofthe Church See l Cor 10 17 "Because there is one loaf, we, many äs we
are, are one body, for it is one loaf of which we all partake", Did 9 4 "As this broken
bread, once dispersed over the hüls, was brought together and became one loaf, so may
thy Church be brought together from the ends of the earth mto thy kingdom "
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bread and wme äs Jesus' body and blood, and the attnbution of the
ceremony's ongins to an Institution by the histoncal Jesus himself must
all be regarded äs secondary, theological, Christian rationahzations The
pnmary idea of the Lord's Supper was that it gave shape to the ideal of
umty of the Christian Community. Smce this umty cannot be achieved
m this world, the Lord's Supper displaced the participants for the
duration of the meal mto another, ideal, utopian reality; namely, that
of eschatological perfection. Both in Paul and the Didache the Lord's
Supper is an anticipation of the age to come 59
5 The phenomenon of a euchanst which consisted of a sacramental
meal that was not a normal, real and füll meal, and which was
celebrated on Sunday mornmg, arose not later than the third Century
(Cypnan). It did not originale, äs is often believed, from the Separation
of euchanst and agape.60 Rather, it was the result of four successive
developments·
(a) the nse of Services of prayer and smging held on Sunday mornmg
before work,61
(b) the nse of simüar non-euchanstic mornmg Services, mamly mtended
for prayer, on other days of the week,62 probably first on the fast days,
Wednesday and Fnday, later also on other days,
(c) the mtroduction of the euchanst mto these mornmg Services on
weekdays,61
(d) the mtroduction of the euchanst mto the mornmg service of the
Sunday, m analogy to the euchanstic Services on weekdays
Subsequently, the Sunday mornmg service became more important than
the evenmg service (agape), because the mornmg service was attended by
the congregation äs a whole, whereas the evenmg service (mcludmg the
59 Both for the Connthians and for Paul the Lord's Supper is a proleptic expenence
of the ideal eschatological state This is clear, among other things, from the fact that
they mterpret ecstatic utterances in the gathenng of the congregation äs mamfestations
of the Spint According to Did 9 l, the wme over which the thanksgiving is pronoun-
ced is the fruit of "the holy Vme of thy servant David," that is, it is the wme of the
inmiinent messiamc kmgdoni, which those who participate in the euchanst rehsh in
anticipation According to Hippolytus, Traditio apostolica 21, the euchanst of the newly
baptized represents "the promised land flowing with milk and honey "
60 Thus, for mstance, G J M Bartelink, Twee apologeten int het vroege chnstendom
Justimts en Athenagoras (Na de Schriften l, Kämpen Kok, 1986), 15
61 Plmy, Ep 10 96 7
62 Hippolytus, Traditio apostolica 35, 39
63 Tertulhan, De oratione 19 1-4
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supper) attracted only part of the members of the commumty, and not
the most distinguished part.
In short, the Sunday morning eucharist is not a segment of the Sunday
supper that broke away firom the Lord's Supper and drifted away to the
Sunday morning. It is a ceremony that evolved out of the Service of
prayer and worship held on Sunday morning which is recorded for the
first time by Pliny at the beginning ofthe second Century.
